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MOVING TOWARD A WHOLE HOST MODELING FRAMEWORK FOR TUBERCULOSIS
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BACKGROUND: Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), the causative infectious agent of tuberculosis (TB), kills more
individuals per year than any other infectious agent. Granulomas, the hallmark of Mtb infection, are complex structures
that form in lungs, composed of immune cells surrounding bacteria, infected cells, and a caseous necrotic core. While
granulomas serve to physically contain and immunologically restrain bacteria growth, some granulomas are unable to
control Mtb growth, leading to bacteria and infected cells leaving the granuloma and disseminating, either resulting in new
granuloma formation (local or non-local) or spread to airways or lymph nodes [1]. Dissemination is associated with
development of active TB.
METHODS: It is challenging to experimentally address specific mechanisms driving dissemination from TB lung
granulomas. Therefore, we develop a novel hybrid multi-scale computational model, MultiGran, that tracks Mtb infection
within multiple granulomas in an entire virtual lung [2]. MultiGran follows cells, cytokines, and bacterial populations
within each lung granuloma throughout the course of infection and is calibrated to multiple non-human primate (NHP)
cellular, granuloma, and whole-lung datasets.
Next, we create a whole host model, by coupling MultiGran to two other compartments: lymph nodes and blood. We use
an ordinary differential equation (ODE) model that tracks T-cell priming, proliferation, responses to specific antigens, and
differentiation in lymph nodes together with an additional ODE system that tracks immune cell dynamics within blood.
Together, this multi-scale and multi-compartment computational model allows us to represent a whole-body response to
infection with Mtb and to explore vaccination.
RESULTS: We show that MultiGran can recapitulate patterns of in vivo local and non-local dissemination, predict
likelihood of dissemination, and predict a crucial role for multifunctional CD8+ T cells and macrophage dynamics for
preventing dissemination. Using this new tool together with vaccination and infection datasets, we develop a protocol for
applying virtual clinical trials to predict the dynamics and effects of vaccine-derived T cells throughout the course of
infection with Mtb.
CONCLUSIONS: Using a new multiscale modeling framework of Mtb infection within a whole host, we show a key role
for multifunctional T cells, as well as the impact of immune memory on infection across time. This study highlights the
power of a systems biology approach to advance a complex system by integrating multiple modalities and datasets.
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